The company was founded in 1987 by transforming the former CSA, which was a trading company dealing with pipes and valves for water networks, into a manufacturing company, through the research and realization of pillar fire hydrants. Since then many other products have been added. The history of our company is characterised by years of technical and commercial research, which have enabled us to offer a complete range of valves designed for controlling, regulating and protecting the pipelines under pressure in both waterworks and sewage lines as well as fire hydrants. Our many industrial patents and innovative technical solutions, together with modern and attractive style of design, have made it possible to differentiate our products from those offered by competitors and have allowed us to become a point of reference in our sector. Flexibility and reliability have been the key points of CSA’s rapid growth over the last few years. We are perfectly aware that we are managing the world’s most precious resource and, motivated by this responsibility and the commitment towards our customers, we have dedicated ourselves to constantly improving our products, placing them at the highest levels of quality.

Quality
In the manufacturing business today, quality is the fundamental requirement for achieving and maintaining a growing market share. For this reason we have always aimed at developing a synergy between the various sectors of the company and thus ensuring:
- quick and precise answers;
- evaluation of data received and immediate response;
- rigorous control of incoming and outgoing products. Since 1998 CSA is certified according to regulation ISO 9001 by RINA (Italian Naval Registry) recently converted into ISO 9001/2008.
During the research and realisation of new products, CSA has always focused his efforts on:
- Listening to the customer's needs and finding the best solution both at the design and operational phases.
- Guiding our R&D department to develop ranges of modern, reliable and complementary products.
- Adopting production techniques that, even while complying with the severest quality standards, would allow us to reduce delivery times.
- Guaranteeing complete technical support for our customers and prompt after-sales assistance.
This philosophy characterizes us not only as a valve manufacturer but also as a reliable partner whom you can always depend on for consulting and solutions.
The production cycle, aimed at the constant improvement of our products and complete customer satisfaction, ensures predetermined margins of tolerance by establishing production standards, which guarantee that the semi finished products reach the next production stage with the required specifications. All our valves are made of ductile cast iron GJS 450-10 or 500-7 in absolute compliance with European standards, and are suitable for PN 25-40 bar.
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The purpose of this manual is to provide the fundamental aspects for engineers, designers and operators in order to understand the presence of air in pipeline systems, the problem related to it and how to size and use CSA air valves for the proper protection of the system and cost reduction.

**Physics of the air**

Air is a precious resource and a mixture of gas, it consists of about 78% nitrogen, 21% oxygen and then less than 1% of others like argon, water vapours and more.

The most important physical laws that can be applied in understanding air are the ideal gas law, and the Henry's law.

**The ideal gas law**

The law, written as follows, relates pressure, temperature and volume expressing the equation of state and the behaviour of the majority of gases, like air, under many conditions with some exceptions out of the application for which this manual has been created and destined to.

This is written as follows:

\[ p \cdot V = n \cdot R \cdot T \]

Where \( p \) is the pressure of the gas, \( V \) is the volume of the gas, \( n \) is the number of moles, \( R \) is the gas constant, \( T \) is the temperature. By \( n \) we define \( m/M \) where \( m \) is the mass and \( M \) is of course grams per mole.

In SI units \( p \) is expressed in Pascals, \( V \) is m\(^3\), \( n \) in moles and \( T \) in Kelvin. \( R \) has the value 8,313 jK\(^{-1}\)mol\(^{-1}\).

**Henry's law**

The Henry's law is needed to understand the dissolution of air inside the liquid (for our cases like water, wastewater) according to the variation in pressure stating that basically the solubility of a given gas is proportional to the partial pressure of the gas itself above the liquid.

In a mathematical expression this extremely important concept can be written like

\[ p = K_c \cdot c \]

Where \( p \) is the partial pressure of the gas, \( c \) is the molar concentration of the dissolved gas, \( K_c \) is Henry's law constant on the molar concentration depending on the gas, liquid and temperature.

For the proper understanding and computation of air presence in water distribution and sewage system both laws, real gas and Henry's must be used.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gas</th>
<th>constant atm/(mol/dm(^3))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>He</td>
<td>2865.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O(_2)</td>
<td>756.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N(_2)</td>
<td>1600.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H(_2)</td>
<td>1228.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO(_2)</td>
<td>29.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NH(_3)</td>
<td>56.90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The inverse of the Henry's law constant is the molar solubility of the gas.

For example: the amount of oxygen dissolved in water under atmospheric condition at 25°C can be obtained by knowing its partial pressure (20.67 KPa in this case), then calculating the molar concentration and finally mass through the molar weight. If we do that the result is that for each liter of water we have 0.0089 g of oxygen and 0.0138 g of nitrogen whose sum makes 0.023 g of air which is almost the common 2%, used sometimes as an approximation for the required air release percentage through air valves versus the volume of water.

Table: molar Henry’s law constants for aqueous solutions at 25°C.
Air in the pipeline

For our purpose and scope the proper understanding of the air physical laws is important, because the amount of gas coming out of solution will be moving uncontrolled along the pipe, gathering in some points and creating many problems. Temperature and pressure will play a key role for this calculation.

**Temperature.** The solubility is strongly affected by variation in temperature, more in detail the higher is the temperature the lower is the percentage of air dissolved therefore the higher is the amount of air produced. Wastewater pressurized lines due to biological activities are without any doubt strongly involved with it and for that at risk. Talking about water supply lines a pipeline above ground is definitely subject to a lot more temperature variations than a buried line, and for that more critical from this point of view, although the latter in case of high environmental temperatures and average digging depth will still be exposed to the problem.

**Pressure.** Considering the effect of pressure variation on the solubility ratio it is important to remember that air dissolution is directly proportional to the pressure therefore, whenever we are in presence of minor and distributed head loss, producing a pressure drop like a PRV for example, air will be produced continuously. We can think of our systems, where pressure and temperature variations are unavoidable for the proper regulation and control, like uncontrolled and relentless air manufacturers.
In addition to variation in temperature and pressure the main reasons for the presence of air in pipeline systems are:
- air collection at the intake or outflow locations such as tanks, risers, open sources;
- free outfall and on gravity supply lines;
- air entrainment at the pumping station due to variation in level at the sump;
- turbulence and vortices through the pumps impeller;
- hydraulic jumps on descending slopes;
- incomplete air discharge during pipe filling;
- biological activity;
- negative pressure during transients related to rapid variations in flow;
- air valves jammed and without release capacity.

Once we acknowledge that air is constantly present and forming in our systems it is important to study how it moves along the pipeline which can occur with many flow patterns, divided on the shape and position of air pockets present on the stream.
For example for flat, or sort of pipes like picture 1, tests revealed air gathers under an elongated and thin form whose thickness, if the volume increases, remains constant. Increasing slope, see picture 2, the air shape will change dramatically becoming more and more like a wedge; in this case an increase of the quantity of air would produce an increase in thickness and length of the pocket.

The CSA has been studying this phenomena for many years, which is still matter of investigation, through advanced numerical tools and field experiments. The equations and physics to calculate it are rather complex, involving drag, pipe DN and slope, buoyancy, viscosity, friction, surface tension and many more, not part of the scope of this manual.
The concept of critical velocity

As long as we are in presence of ascending slopes (ref. picture 1) the resultant of the main forces acting on the air pocket will inevitably push it upwards with the flow, problem may arise in case of high points, descents and changes in slope descending. For such critical points the most important element is a procedure to determine whether the velocity of the fluid is enough to move air pockets downstream, this value ($V_c$) also known as critical velocity expressed through the following formula:

$$\frac{V_c}{(g \cdot D)^{0.5}} = S_f \cdot [0.56 \cdot (\sin S)^{0.5} + a]$$

Where $g$ is the acceleration of gravity, $D$ is the pipe DN, $S_f$ is a safety factor depending on the pipe material and slope, $S$ is the slope, $a$ is a non dimensional parameter with a range between approximately 0.42 and 0.64 which is a function of acceleration of gravity, pipe DN, and the volume of the air pockets.

The applicability of the equation includes downward slopes up to approximately 40°, above which the critical velocity is actually reducing as a consequence of the lower friction of the air against the pipe wall.

$$\frac{V_c}{(g \cdot D)^{0.5}} = 0.33$$

Where $g$ is the acceleration of gravity, $D$ pipe DN.

Whenever the flow profile changes from supercritical to subcritical hydraulic jumps will occur. In pipeline they can be found in downwards slopes (ref. picture 2) and near changes in slope (ref. picture 3) in absence of air valves and where large pockets are presents, involving turbulence and pumping air into the pipe flow stream.

The Froude number plays a key role for the understanding of this concept.

$$F_r = \frac{Q \cdot B^{0.5}}{(A^{1.5} \cdot g^{0.5})}$$

Where $A$ is the wet cross section, $Q$ is the flow, $B$ is the width, $g$ is the acceleration of gravity.

The amount of air produced is:

$$Q_{air}/Q = 0.0025 \cdot (F_r \cdot 1)^{1.8}$$

In system with substantial variation of the flow rate during the day, like some waste water applications but even treated water, the fluid flow is not able to absorb and carry downstream the amount of air pumped from the hydraulic jump, with possible blow back effects and dangerous movement of large air pockets and fluid section upstream.
Problems caused by air pockets

The presence of air pockets in our systems is definitely an undesired conditions associated with many problems such as:
- reduction in flow capacity, because basically air gathers in some points behaving like a series of gate valves closing gradually;
- corrosion, applicable to metallic pipes like steel, ductile cast iron for example, triggered by the presence of air under pressure in contact with the wet wall of the pipe;
- wrong flow measurements and readings caused by the excessive presence of air inside the pipe and consequent variation in density.

If we don’t use air valves air pockets accumulate up to a certain volume to split up and move when an unbalance of forces is created, namely the drag force produced by the flow, friction produced by the pipe roughness, surface tension and buoyancy. When that happens sudden movement of mass of fluid will generate unwanted surge and pressure variations propagating along the system.

The example shows a gravity line with a plastic pipe with ID of about 375 mm, 7,3 Km long with a design capacity of 240 m³/h. Due to the accumulation of air pockets on the highlighted segments having a gradient steeper than HGL and requiring a high velocity for air removal, the measured flow was actually 200 m³/h.

In case of pumping systems, for example, due to the presence of air a higher pressure head is needed to overcome head loss created by the air pockets, with inevitable increase in energy consumption and maintenance as pumps are working out of their best efficiency point.

The gauge power, also called $P_h$, and expressed in KW, is equal to:

$$P_h = H_t \cdot Q \cdot \gamma / 1000$$

Where $H_t$ is the total pumping head,

- $Q$ is the flow (m³/s),
- $\gamma$ is the specific weight of water (Kg/m³),
- $g$ is the acceleration of gravity (m/s²).

The second example shows a pumping system with a plastic pipe with ID of approximately 130 mm, 2,7 Km long. With a design capacity of 42 m³/h, due to the presence of air pockets produced by biochemical gas, a sump level excessively low and frequent pump cycles then accumulated on the underpass, the measured dropped to a staggering value of 8 m³/h. One air valve only was located at the high point without any positive result for the problem. The solution was the proper adjustment of the shut-off level on the pump pit, the introduction of air valves at the pump, upstream and downstream the underpass in addition to anti-surge protection systems to reduce pressure fluctuations.
**Pumping system without air valves**
On pumping systems the absence of air valves will increase the $H_L$ and therefore the overall cost as much as, sometimes, substantial values like 30% of the average operating cost. The effect is a huge amount of money wasted during the year to cover for that loss, with a values usually much bigger than the expected cost to install air valves.

**Pumping systems with air valves**
The proper use and location of air valves will ensure the right flow according to the design requirement, with a dramatic reduction of operating costs in terms of energy, pumps maintenance, thanks to the increase of the overall efficiency.
Air valves

Air release

This kind of air valve, also called single effect or one function, will ensure the air release of air pockets accumulated during working conditions through the nozzle only, whose size depends on the application and the nominal pressure. The corresponding CSA Model would be the Ventolo.

Air vacuum valves

This valve, also known sometimes as single orifice or vacuum breaker, allows for the entrance and discharge of large volumes of air during pipe draining and filling operations without any sort of automatic air release function or nozzle. The air vacuum valves are therefore not recommended, except for specific applications, for their inability to get rid of air pockets that may accumulate and gather at their locations. For CSA the equivalent model would be the 2F, applicable to the entire range.

Combination air valves

This valve, also known sometimes as double orifice or triple functions, allows for the entrance and discharge of large volumes of air during pipe draining and filling operations in addition to the air release of air pockets in working conditions. Combination air valves in general, for CSA corresponding to FOX 3F, are most of the time not suitable for the job because likely to generate water hammer during rapid closures of the float as explained in the next pages of this manual.

The old double chamber concept

Combination air valves were invented hundreds of years ago with a double chamber technology, where basically two separate floats of different size, housed in two chambers, would perform the functions required. This old concept, still visible today on the market, is usually associated with problems like premature closure of the float during air outflow and inflow, float deformation and jamming, reduced capacity and excessive size and weight.

The single chamber solution

CSA was one of the first company in the market to develop single chamber combination air valves where basically the floats, instead of being located into two separated chambers, are overlapping each others generating one single mobile block. We will still have the two orifices, for air release and for the passage of large volumes of air, but this time in one body with a great improvement in terms of air flow performances, water tightness, accuracy also thanks to the choice of special materials for the internals and innovative technical solutions for the whole assembly.

Combination surge prevention air valves

This valve, also known sometimes as non slam, surge arrestor, anti-shock, allows for the entrance and of large volumes of air during pipe draining in addition to the air release of air pockets in working conditions. Depending on the technology and solution adopted by the manufacturers the air outflow will be controlled to avoid abrupt closures of the internal floating systems with consequent water hammer sometimes devastating for the entire system. CSA has developed two kind of surge prevention technologies namely RFP and AS, explained in the next pages of the manual, that eventually became the standard for the majority of the applications instead of conventional combination air valves.
In the process of studying and understanding air valves we don’t have to forget that the product is handling two elements at the same time, air and water, whose properties and behaviours are totally different.

It is estimated that 40% of pipeline bursts occur during pipe filling either caused by the absence or undersized air valves, or due to air valves properly chosen and located along the profile but exposed to uncontrolled and rapid approach of the water column and consequent water hammer. The reason is mainly related to the significant difference of values in terms of density and compressibility between air and water, with a ration being respectively 800:1 and 20000 to 1.

Because water has high density (approximately 1000 kg/m3) pipelines carry a huge amount of mass, momentum and kinetic energy. Assuming a pipe with area of 1 m² and length of 1000 m with a velocity of 2 m/s the kinetic energy would be \( \frac{1}{2} mv^2 \) and equal to approximately 2,000,000 J. This is more or less the same amount of energy of a truck falling from a 30-story building.

In addition to kinetic energy a liquid pipeline typically transports large amount of mass and momentum as well, for instance for the above mentioned case study we would have 2,000,000 kg m/s momentum, implying that large forces are generated for variation in flow such as a rapid closure of the air valve.

To grasp this concept we have to imagine air being discharged through the air valve at high velocities causing a rapid acceleration of the incoming waterfront, when the latter arrives to the air valve float is raised up to the closed position and fluid is suddenly brought to a stop, creating upsurges sometimes fatal for the system itself.

CSA has been involved in water hammer prevention of pipeline systems for many years carrying out experiments, investing money in hydraulic labs and advanced computational codes to provide customers with both the right products and the knowledge required for their applications.

The results of this ongoing research show that in general standard air vacuum and combination air valves may lead to problems as rapid closures cannot be avoided or anticipated, we therefore need “smart” air valves able to trigger a protection mechanism in case of need to prevent problems from happening and designed to be used everywhere without any downsides.

CSA designed two solutions namely RAP and AS technology where RAP stands for rapid filling preventer and AS for anti-slam, both devised for surge protection and available with 2 functions (2F) or three functions (3F) and their variations, to meet the most demanding and severe installation requirements.
**CSA RFP technology**

The CSA RFP technology can be considered like some sort of air bag for pipelines and is based on the purpose of ensuring unrestricted flow of air in during vacuum, to provide the same degree of protection of a standard air valve during critical operations like pipe draining, burst of pump failure with the forth functions or RFP mechanism being triggered only in case of excessive air out flow, to prevent the valve from being slammed shut from water during the closing phase.

RFP can be used everywhere except for those sections of the pipe where column separation may occur and exposed to severe negative pressure conditions.

Below particular of pressure measurements taken on a pipeline subject to rapid filling with frequent failures due to the water hammer generated by conventional combination air valves, depicted in dark blue, and with CSA 3F RFP, light blue, necessary to solve the problem.
**FOX 3F RFP**

The most important technical features of CSA water combination non slam air valve FOX 3F RFP.

- **Sealing seat in stainless steel**
- **Anti-surge flat in solid polypropylene**
- **Air release system in stainless steel**
- **Float in solid polypropylene**
- **Drain valve in stainless steel**
- **Body PN 40 in ductile cast iron**

**SCF RFP**

The most important technical features of CSA wastewater combination non slam air valve SCF RFP.

- **Sealing seat in stainless steel**
- **Anti-surge flat in solid polypropylene**
- **Air release system in stainless steel**
- **Upper body in stainless steel**
- **Body PN 40 in ductile cast iron**
- **Float in stainless steel**
- **Drain valve in stainless steel**
CSA AS technology

The CSA AS technology, first introduced on the market by CSA, is obtained by an automatism composed of a metallic disk, spring and shaft, and located on top of CSA air valves therefore never in contact with the liquid thus maintenance free. As soon as negative pressure conditions occur the disk is pulled down and air will enter through the main orifice unrestricted. Upon termination of the negative pressure phase the spring will pull up the flat, allowing air outflow through adjustable orifices and creating the anti surge protection with the effect of reducing the water column approach and acceleration towards the air valve. The anti slam or anti-shock technology is definitely the safer choice under many circumstances.

Below particular of pressure measurements taken on a pipeline subject to frequent pipe failures due to the water hammer generated by pump cycles, depicted in dark blue, and with CSA 3F AS in light blue, necessary to solve the problem.
FOX 3F AS
The most important technical features of CSA water combination anti-slam air valve FOX 3F AS.

AS spring in stainless steel
AS shaft in stainless steel
AS sealing seat in stainless steel
AS flat in stainless steel with adjustable outflow
Obturator flat in solid polypropylene
Air release system in stainless steel
Drain valve in stainless steel
Float in solid polypropylene
Body PN 40 in ductile cast iron

SCF AS
The most important technical features of CSA wastewater combination non slam air valve SCF AS.

AS spring in stainless steel
AS shaft in stainless steel
AS sealing seat in stainless steel
AS flat in stainless steel with adjustable outflow
Obturator flat in solid polypropylene
Air release system in stainless steel
Upper body in stainless steel
Float in stainless steel
Drain valve in stainless steel
Body PN 40 in ductile cast iron
Applications of AS air valves for water works

AS air valves are usually installed near pumps exposed to negative pressure in case of power failure, thanks to their performance they will allow the entrance of large volume of air avoiding negative pressure conditions on the system to contain upsurges during the second phase, by means of the anti-slam system with adjustable outflow.

The picture shows CSA 3F AS anti-water hammer combination air valves located at the outlet of vertical pumps before the check valve, with CSA SUB air conveyance system, and at the outlet for air release and surge prevention.

AS air valves are needed in presence of sectioning and/or modulating devices, usually installed upstream and downstream of them, both to protect the system during filling and set up operations and to prevent negative pressure during closures and interruption of the flow.

The pictures shows an installation on a dead end in combination with CSA self-flushing pilot operated control valve Mod. XLC 450 P. The surge prevention system on the air valve when filling the pipeline is extremely important to avoid and prevent unwanted surge.
Applications of AS air valves for wastewater

AS air valves are usually installed near pumps exposed to negative pressure in case of power failure, thanks to their performance they will allow the entrance of large volume of air avoiding negative pressure conditions on the system to contain upsurges during the second phase, by means of the anti-slam system with adjustable outflow. The picture shows CSA SCA 2” compact anti water hammer combination air valves located at the outlet of the submersible pumps before the check valve, and at the outlet for air release and surge prevention in combination with the CSA innovative surge tank AVAST (patent pending), which doesn’t require any bladder or compressor.

AS air valves are needed in presence of sectioning and/or modulating devices, usually installed upstream and downstream of them, both to protect the system during filling and set up operations and to prevent negative pressure during closures and interruption of the flow. The picture shows CSA anti water hammer combination air valves located on the changes in slope of a riser of a wastewater distribution system, with connections provided with check valves and isolation devices.
Application and sizing of air valves

The proper sizing of air valves, carried out by CSA software AVS or through manual calculations, involves three steps and requires the pipeline profile with chainage and elevation of each point. The most important function of an air valve is to release air pockets out of the pipeline and to avoid negative pressure conditions.

1-Accumulation of air pockets

The first step is to identify the locations where air pockets are likely to accumulate in working conditions like high points, changes in slope descending, long descents and sub-horizontal segments especially if subject to variation in flow reaching values below of the critical velocity, necessary for the hydraulic air removal. When installing air valves on location exposed to the gathering of air pockets it is advisable to create some sort of air trap also called accumulation chamber between the air valve and the pipeline. The pictures shows this concept with some indication in terms of size of this chamber user can follow as a rule of thumb, without exceeding a certain size in terms of DN to prevent vortex and turbulence from forming thus producing the opposite effect and affecting the proper air release.
2-Pipe burst analysis

The second step is to simulate pipe burst along the profile, in general on the lower parts of the profiles and at those locations considered to be critical if exposed to such unfortunate event, calculating the amount of water discharged. The same amount of air through the air valve during the intake, within allowable DP, will then have to be guaranteed for the proper protection of the system against negative pressure condition.

With regard to that the formula to be used is the following, where \( DB \) is the diameter whose section has been obtained according to a burst % depending on the material, \( S \) is the slope, \( CR \) is the roughness coefficient and \( K \) is a dimensionless coefficient.

\[
Q_B = K \cdot C_R \cdot D_B^{2.63} \cdot S^{0.54}
\]

The picture is showing the pipe burst, expressed in terms of section (\( A_{\text{burst}} \)) as a percentage of the pipe area (\( A_{\text{pipe}} \)). We always recommend to include a safety factor ranging from 1.5 to 3 depending on the material, soil, installation criteria and years of the pipeline. GRP, cement and thin pipeline in stainless steel will be more critical than DI for example.

Below the chart expressing the average pipe burst values for the most common pipe materials.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pipe material</th>
<th>Average burst %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HDPE</td>
<td>20-25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRP</td>
<td>32-38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cement</td>
<td>45-55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ductile cast iron</td>
<td>18-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cast iron</td>
<td>22-30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PVC</td>
<td>14-18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>14-18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Purely as an indication on the chart above is shown the amount of water discharged in case of steel pipes versus slope, assuming a burst percentage of 100, which is highly conservative.
During the pipe burst analysis the CSA software is performing a thorough analysis of the entire profile identifying the critical locations and locating automatically the air valves for high points, changes in slope ascending, descending long segments and sub-horizontal lines, then sized to cope with the most conservative scenario. Finally in presence of long and sub horizontal segments air valves shall be placed equally distanced with a spacing ranging between 400 and 800 meters depending on the application, pipeline and evaluation of transient phenomena.

High point
Q1 and Q2 are calculated, the higher value is then taken for the analysis.

Change in slope descending
Q1 and Q2 are calculated, the difference is obtained for the analysis

Change in slope ascending
Q1 and Q2 are calculated, the difference is obtained for the analysis

Long descends, ascends, sub-horizontal segments
Q1 and Q2 are calculated and used with air valves spacing ranging between 400 and 800 m
3-Pipe drainage analysis

The third step is to simulate the draining phases by opening the drain valves where present and assessing the amount of water flowing out. With regard to that the formula to be used is the following, where \( D_d \) is the DN of the gate valve, \( \Delta h \) is the difference in pressure acting between the air valve and the drain, \( C_d \) is the discharge coefficient ranging between 0,5 and 0,7 depending on the piping between the main transmission line and the gate valve, difference in DN, kind of sectioning device. For common installation a value of 0,61 is recommended.

\[
Q_d = C_d \cdot (\pi \cdot D_d^2 / 4) \cdot (2 \cdot g \cdot \Delta h)^{0.5}
\]

During the pipe drainage analysis the software methodology is the same, the main difference though is that the study is carried out only of those segments involved in negative pressure as a consequence of the opening of drains, which shall be specified by the customer in terms of DN and discharge coefficient. As an instance peaks and critical locations won’t be examined if drains are not identified and created in the model. We always recommend to include a safety factor in this case ranging from 1.5 to 2 depending on the status of the drains, years of the pipeline and maintenance issues.

The CSA AVS software built nr 3, all rights reserved, has been developed with a friendly windows interface and able to simulate air valves location and sizing in addition to steady state hydraulic analysis of profile, to determine head loss, HGL and the behavior of regulating devices and boundary conditions such as tanks, pumps, control valves, modulating devices, consumption and many more. Pipeline properties and mechanical properties are also taken into account for the analysis providing a preliminary indication of the collapsing value. CSA AVS uses many editor windows where user can input and calculate the profile with all the parameters and sizing methodology mentioned in this manual; allowable negative pressure, pipe burst and drain, air valves spacing are clearly identified. The software also includes specific algorithms: the first able to consider air valves refinement, when many changes in slopes occur in short segments and some of them are skipped due to project and installation requirements, the second takes into account the air valves reaction time during the opening phase and their behavior in presence of possible conditions likely to produce surges, for example rapid filling. The air valves sizing software is seamless integrated with the CSA dynamic program for water hammer and transient analysis.
Allowable negative pressure

The main purpose of an air valve is to enter a volume of air equal to the amount of water discharge through steps 1 and 2 namely pipe burst and drainage analysis, producing a negative pressure value acceptable for the case study and depending on the pipe material, thickness, ID. If we discharge water of the main without replacing it by air entrance through the air valves we will inevitably experience negative pressure. Many problems are associated with this event like pipe deformation, possible collapse, movement of gaskets, entrance of contaminated water and pollution through segment of the pipe exposed to leakage.

As an indication the maximum allowable pressure to be used the following formula is shown below where C is a safety factor usually 2,

\[ P_c = \frac{20 \cdot E \cdot (t/D)^3}{(1 - \mu^2) \cdot C} \]

Where \( P_c \) is the collapsing pressure (bar),
20 is a proportionality constant,
\( E \) is the modulus of elasticity (mPa),
\( \mu \) is the Poisson's ratio (0.4 for plastic),
\( t \) is the pipewall thickness (mm),
\( D \) is the pipe outside diameter (mm),
\( C \) is the safety factor (2 for negative pressure).

For plastic pipe the pressure resistance versus temperature must also be taken into account as well as the material's decay if exposed to frequent negative pressure fluctuations.

The concept air flow capacity is important for the proper analysis and air valves assessment, especially during the intake, as an example below a particular of air performance chart for CSA FOX combination anti hammer AS air valves full bore series.

The three zones depicted on the chart are based upon CSA advise about how to use air valves with regards to the allowable differential pressure. The pipe tolerance to negative pressure should always be confirmed through static analysis and information provided by the pipe supplier, as general guideline we can identify them into A/B/C:

A: recommended working condition with a maximum allowable negative of 0.1 bar
B: working conditions with DI pipes with a maximum allowable negative of 0.2 bar
C: damage working conditions with risk of pipe deformation, collapse. A negative pressure higher than 0.2 bar should never be exceeded
Air valves location

The picture indicates the positioning and location of air valves on a pumping mains, applicable for water and wastewater use, with the selection between CSA combination anti surge air valves RFP and AS series according to the profile and propagation of the pressure wave in case of transient event, in this case represented by a sudden power failure. For long horizontal segments of the pipeline, between the air valves and the changes in slope, a simple air release model is advised.

Automatic air release

Anti-shock combination air valve

Rapid filling prevention combination air valve

The picture indicates the positioning and location of air valves on a gravity fed pipeline, applicable for water and wastewater use, with the selection between CSA combination anti surge air valves RFP and AS series according to the profile and protection against possible transient events, in this case represented by sudden pipe filling and rapid flow variation caused for example by the level regulation device located downstream.
Installation - Water air valve with accumulation chamber

Installation - Wastewater air valve with accumulation chamber and air conveyance system
Advanced testing facilities

Designed to reproduce real conditions of modern water distribution systems the CSA testing facility is able to assess the dynamic performances of automatic control valves, direct acting pressure control valves, air valves and anti water hammer valves. Provided with a high capacity booster pumps station, and linked to an advanced high frequency pressure transducers and flow meters, the testing rig allows for a real time visualization of pressure and flow evolutions. Water hammer events can also be simulated and recorded to prove the efficacy of CSA fast acting relief valve, in addition to level control for which, using an auxiliary stilling tank, a part of the pipeline system is entirely dedicated. The PLC and control station allows for the operation of step by step and solenoid operated valves to determine the sensitivity of such kind of application and pressure management solutions. Thanks to this important and powerful tool valves can be customized, simulated and set according to the project requirements assuring the perfect performance and accuracy.

The testing process

All our valves undergo severe tests according to EN standards to ensure they are mechanically resistant, watertight, and high performing. After testing every valve is identified by means of a metallic tag or sticker, and duly registered and certified.
Water hammer analysis
CSA Hyconsult
CSA Hyconsult was founded to provide designers and consultants, involved in the design of water distribution and sewage systems, with accurate and unique technical support. CSA Hyconsult has specialized in hydraulic modelling and transients analysis, entirely through the use of modern computational tools and advanced algorithms. Simulations are essential to predict system responses to events under a wide range of conditions without disrupting the actual system. Using simulations, problems can be anticipated in possible or existing situations, and solutions can be evaluated in order to invest time, money and material in the most productive manner.

Research and innovation
CSA has always regarded knowledge as being indispensable for the kind of research that consistently feeds innovation at all levels. The R&D department at CSA constantly strives to improve product performance and continually searches for new solutions to meet our customer’s needs. Twenty years of experience in valve design and sizing, supported by advanced computational tools, cooperation with external entities at the highest level, and test facilities for the verification of theoretical results which are available for our customers, guarantee our professionalism and reliability.